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Abstract Efficient spectrum-sharing mechanisms are crucial to alleviate the bandwidth lim-
itation in wireless networks. In this paper, we consider thefollowing question: can free spec-
trum be shared efficiently? We study this problem in the context of 802.11 or WiFi networks.
Each access point (AP) in a WiFi network must be assigned a channel for it to service users.
There are only finitely many possible channels that can be assigned. Moreover, neighboring
access points must use different channels so as to avoid interference. Currently these chan-
nels are assigned by administrators who carefully considerchannel conflicts and network
loads. Channel conflicts among APs operated by different entities are currently resolved in
an ad hoc manner (i.e., not in a coordinated way) or not resolved at all. We view the chan-
nel assignment problem as a game, where the players are the service providers and APs
are acquired sequentially. We consider the price of anarchyof this game, which is the ratio
between the total coverage of the APs in the worst Nash equilibrium of the game and what
the total coverage of the APs would be if the channel assignment were done optimally by
a central authority. We provide bounds on the price of anarchy depending on assumptions
on the underlying network and the type of bargaining allowedbetween service providers.
The key tool in the analysis is the identification of the Nash equilibria with the solutions
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to a maximal coloring problem in an appropriate graph. We relate the price of anarchy of
these games to the approximation factor of local optimization algorithms for the maximum
k-colorable subgraph problem. We also study the speed of convergence in these games.

Keywords game theory· Nash equilibrium· price of anarchy· graph coloring·
approximation algorithm· unit disk graph

1 Introduction

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) currently allocates two types of spec-
trums: dedicated and free. Dedicated spectrum is allocatedexclusively to the spectrum
owner wheas free spectrum can be used by anyone. For dedicated spectrum, recent mea-
surements by Shared Spectrum Company [27] shows that the maximal total spectrum occu-
pancy in New York City is only 13%. These findings support the ongoing effort by FCC and
various interested parties to propose a more efficient spectrum-allocation model. For exam-
ple, one model proposes that the spectrum owner should allowother users access as long as
they keep the interference temperature under some threshold. In this paper, we consider the
efficiency of the other extreme, where the spectrum is given to various providers, according
to some policy. For definiteness, we consider the issues thatarise in the context of 802.11
Wireless LANs, commonly known as WiFi.

WiFi provides wireless network access to subscribers. It has been deployed in public
hotspots, ranging from airports to hotels to coffee shops. Fueled by the growing usage, ser-
vice providers have been planning to provide wireless network access that covers larger ar-
eas. For example, Verizon has deployed WiFi for hundreds of hotspots in New York City [28]
and MeshNetworks Corporation has been deploying city-wideWiFi networks to facilitate
law enforcement and emergency response in cities such as Medford, Oregon [19].

To understand the issues of interest to us, we need to briefly review some relevant details
of WiFi (see [5] for further details). An 802.11 network consists of a set of access points
(APs). Each AP must be configured with a fixed transmission power. There is a constant
number of possible transmission powers to choose from. Users can then access the Internet
by communicating with their provider’s APs using the 802.11air interface. Each AP must
be assigned a channel (i.e., a frequency that it transmits on) for it to service users. There
are a small number of non-interfering channels; for example, 802.11b and 802.11g each
have three such channels and 802.11a has twelve. A user within an AP’s coverage area then
uses this channel to communicate with the AP. Channel accessbetween users of the same
AP is arbitrated by a media access control protocol (MAC). For example, in the Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) model of the 802.11 MAC protocol, if a user determines that
the media is free, it sends a request to send (RTS) message; the AP replies with a clear to
send (CTS) message; users that receive this message will defer media access on that channel
for long enough to guarantee that there is no interference with the user’s message. To avoid
interference in the wireless media between nearby APs and their users, those nearby APs
must use different channels.

1.1 Network model

We can associate with each APu two circular regions around it (see Figure 1). The smaller
circle, with radius denoted byRt(u), representsu’s transmission range. All messages sent by
u can be correctly received by users inRt(u). The larger circle, with radius denoted byRs(u),
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Fig. 1 Potential interference between two APs.

representsu’s sensing range. The sensing range of a transmitter is the maximum distance at
which a receiver can sense the transmitter’s signal. The receiver knows if the channel is busy,
but it may or may not be able to decode the signal. In practice,Rs(u) is about twiceRt(u).
The APs form communication links with users within their transmission range. Note that,
each user also has its own transmission range and interference range. Two links can interfere
if a party to one link (a user, or an AP) is within sensing rangeof a party to the other link.
Since users can show up anywhere within an AP’s transmissionrange, to avoid interference
among users of neighboring APs, as shown in [5], the Euclidean distanced(u,v) between
AP u and APv has to be more thanRt(u)+Rt(v)+max{Rs(u),Rs(v)}. That is, if APsu and
v are more thanRt(u)+Rt(v)+max{Rs(u),Rs(v)} apart, they can transmit using the same
channel, since then no user inv’s transmission range will be able to sense a message from
u or its users, and vice versa. In effect, each APu has apotential interference range Ri(u)
of Rt(u)+Rs(u), and users of other APs that are within that distance ofu can potentially be
affected byu’s communication. To be conservative, we therefore requireAPsu andv using
the same channel to be separated by a distance ofRI = max(Ri(u)+Rt(v),Ri(v)+Rt(u)) =
Rt(u)+Rt(v)+max{Rs(u),Rs(v)}. In Figure 1, user 1 of APu is within the sensing range
of user 2 of APv. While AP u transmits to user 1, user 2, which is outside ofu’s sensing
range, may think the media is free. If user 2 then transmits onthe same channel asu, its
transmission will prevent user 1 from correctly decodingu’s transmission. Thus, if APs
with the same channel are separated by a distance smaller than RI , there is potential for
interference among clients in overlapping regions. These clients are subject to starvation
and persistent collisions. The network performance will degrade. Therefore, we only allow
APs to use the same channel if they are separated by more thanRI .

Currently, APs are statically configured with a channel by administrators who carefully
consider channel conflicts and network loads. Channel conflicts among different entities are
resolved in anad hocmanner (i.e., not in a coordinated way) or not resolved at all. This
ad hoc method of channel allocation can be quite inefficient [2]. Solutions assuming that
all APs use the same software have been proposed [2,21], but they do not consider the
possibly selfish behavior of different entities operating the APs, and work therefore only in
a cooperative environment.

2 Modeling the game

We model the channel assignment problem as a game, where the players are the service
providers. APs are set up or acquired by service providers sequentially. When an AP is set
up or acquired, a channel must be chosen so as not to interferewith channels chosen earlier
by other APs; if there is no such channel, the AP cannot be used.
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We are implicitly assuming here that providers follow the “social rule” of not assigning
a channel to an AP if it interferes with the channel already assigned to another AP. Without
rules about interference in place, there will be continual interference between users of nearby
APs, leading to serious complaints about service. Althoughthere is currently no such rule for
the unlicensed band of 802.11 networks, this social rule caneasily be imposed and enforced
by a government agency such as the FCC. Such rule enforcementis, however, outside the
scope of the game that we consider.

The order in which APs are set up is determined exogenously (that is, by some process
outside the scope of the game) and is arbitrary. For example,service provider 1 might set up
5 APs before service provider 2 sets up any. We assume that when a service provider sets
up an AP, it knows about the APs that have already been set up and might interfere with it,
but we assume that service providers do not know anything about what APs will be set up in
the future. For example, suppose that there is only one service provider and there are 3 APs,
v1, v2, andv3, which are placed so thatv2 interferes with each ofv1 andv3, butv1 andv3 do
not interfere with each other. If there is only one channel and v2 is acquired first, then, if the
provider knew that it would acquirev1 andv3 (and channel assignments cannot be changed),
it would not assign a channel tov2, since it would be better off assigning a channel tov1

andv3 instead. However, since we assume that channel providers donot know the future, we
assume that they assign channels to APs as they acquire them.(We later also allow providers
to reassign channels, so that ifv1 andv3 are acquired, then the channel assigned tov2 can be
reassigned tov1 andv3.)

The utilities of the service providers depend on how many users they can serve. We as-
sume that there is a fixed and known distribution of users. Theutility to a service provider of
setting up an APu that is assigned a channel is the expected number of users inRt(u); if AP
u is not assigned a channel, then its utility to the service provider is 0. This is a simplification
of the true utility, which is difficult to model precisely andto reason about; our definition of
utility captures, for example, the peak utilization characteristics of the operation.

A socially-optimalassignment is one where the maximum number of users can be
served. We would expect that a central authority would assign channels in a way that leads
to a socially-optimal assignment. Of course, there is no reason to believe that the socially-
optimal assignment is the one that arises in this game. Our interest is in seeing how far away
we are from this assignment when the players do the assignment on their own. In the lan-
guage of Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [16], we are interested in investigating theprice of
anarchy.

We can represent the game using a labeled graphG= (V,E), where the APs are vertices
in V, and two verticesu andv are joined by an edge if the APs potentially interfere, i.e.,if
d(u,v) ≤ Rt(u)+Rt(v)+max{Rs(u),Rs(v)}. Each vertex also has a label, which represents
the utility of the AP associated with that vertex being assigned a channel.G is called the
interference graphinduced by the game. A move of a player in this game corresponds to
(re)assigning channels to some or all of the APs it controls.

3 Our results

It is not hard to show by example that, in the general case, thecoverage of the APs in the
network that results after channels are chosen can be arbitrarily far from socially optimal;
that is, the price of anarchy is unbounded (see Proposition 1). However, we can do better if
we assume that users are uniformly distributed and all APs must use the same transmission
power. The interference graphG is then aunit diskgraph: two verticesu andv are joined by
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an edge iffd(u,v) ≤ 2Rt + Rs, whereRt andRs are the common transmission and sensing
ranges, respectively, of all APs. (We remark that the interference graph for 802.11 wireless
networks is often modeled as a unit disk graph [5], by takingRt + Rs/2 to be the “unit”.)
Moreover, the utility of a provider is proportional to the number of APs it sets up that are
assigned a channel. In this case, we can show that the price ofanarchy is at least 5 and at
most 5+max(0,(k−5)/k), wherek is the number of channels (Theorem 2). In particular, it
follows that if there are at most 5 channels, then the price ofanarchy is 5.

Because providers are forced to assign a channel to an AP as soon as it is set up, a
provider may be able to do better just by changing the assignment to APs it controls. (This
is already clear from the example given above where one provider controlsv1, v2, andv3.)
It certainly seems reasonable to allow providers to change the channel assignments of APs
that it controls. We assume that this is always possible in the remainder of the paper. Service
providers may also be able to negotiate changes to assignments of vertices they control
that are mutually advantageous. We are particularly interested in what we calln-buyer–m-
seller bargains, where them sellers unassign channels from certain APs in exchange for
payment fromn buyers. (Note that some of the buyers may also be sellers.) Ofcourse, we
are interested in bargains that benefit both buyers and sellers. As long as both buyers and
sellers place the same monetary value on access to users (which we assume), then these
will be bargains that result in more users having access to the network. For if unassigning a
channel so that others can be assigned results in more users having access, then there will
be a price that one provider can pay another in order to unassign the channel that will make
both providers better off.

We are interested in the question of how close bargaining canbring us to a socially-
optimal assignment. In general, we expect it to be hard to negotiate arrangements involving
many buyers and sellers. (By way of analogy, in sports, player trades typically involve two
teams; trades involving more than two teams are quite rare.)We start an investigation of
this issue by examining two limited types of bargaining situations that we expect can be
implemented relatively easily in practice.

– We call the first type of bargain a(local) 2-buyer–1-sellerbargain. By local, we mean
buyers and sellers form a star topology in our labeled graphG. This occurs when there
are three APsv1, v2, andv3 as in our earlier example, wherev2 is currently assigned
a channel which interferes withv1 andv3 and, by assigning the channel tov1 andv3

instead, more users would have access to the system. Thus, the owners of APsv1 and
v3 can always offer the owner ofv2 sufficient money to unassign the channel, while
still coming out ahead themselves. (The owners ofv1, v2, andv3 do not all have to be
different for such a bargain to be struck.) We do not go into the details of exactly what
the offers are. All that matters is that, in equilibrium, thechannel assignments will be
changed appropriately.

– We call the second type of bargain a(local) 1-buyer–multiple-sellerbargain. This occurs
when an APv cannot be assigned a channel because all the channels have already been
assigned to its neighbors,v1, . . . ,vm, while the expected number of users of APv is
higher than the total expected number of users ofv1, . . . ,vm. Here again, the owner ofv
should be able to offer the owners ofv1, . . . ,vm enough money for them to unassign the
channels tov1, . . . ,vm, although we do not go into the details of the actual bargaining.
Note that although many sellers may be involved, this reallyis a collection of 2-way
arrangements, since the buyer can negotiate separately with each of the sellers.

By allowing such bargains, we are effectively changing the game in a way that may reduce
the set of Nash equilibria; thus, the price of anarchy may go down. We show that if 2-buyer–
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1-seller bargains are allowed, then in the case that users are uniformly distributed and the
power of all APs is the same, the price of anarchy is at most 3+ max(0,1− 3/k) and at
least 3 (Theorem 3), wherek is the number of channels available. Moreover, if users are not
uniformly distributed and the transmission power of the APsis the same, then if 1-buyer–
multiple-seller bargains are allowed, the price of anarchyis at most 5+ max(0,(k−5)/k)
and at least 5 (Theorem 4).

In all these results, we have assumed that the power with which an AP transmits is
fixed, and not under the control of the service provider. If the service provider can choose
the transmission power from among a finite set of possible transmission powers, we know
that the price of anarchy is still unbounded, but if we allow local 1-buyer–m-seller bar-
gains, the price of anarchy is at most 7.441 and at least 7/(1+ ε), for anyε > 0, if users
are distributed uniformly (Theorem 6). However, the price of anarchy is still unbounded for
local 1-buyer–m-seller bargains if users are not distributed uniformly (Proposition 1). Inter-
estingly, bargains covering constant-sized geometric regions (of diameter

√
2d, for a given

parameterd) do give us a bounded price of anarchy.
The results on the price of anarchy are summarized in Table 3;in the table, we user∗ to

denote a lower bound ofr and an upper bound ofr +max(0,1− r/k), wherek is the number
of channels available.

Scenario→ Uniform user distribution Arbitrary user distribution
Game↓ Unit power Different power Unit power Different power
No-bargaining game 5∗ ∞ ∞ ∞
2-buyer–1-seller 3∗ ∞ ∞ ∞
1-buyer–multiple-sellers 5∗ 7≤ r ≤ 7.441 5∗ ∞
Dist-

√
2d bargains 1≤ r ≤ d2/(d−1)2 1≤ r ≤ d2/(d−1)2 1≤ r ≤ d2/(d−1)2 1≤ r ≤ d2/(d−1)2

Table 1 Summary of results on the price of anarchyr .

We also consider the speed of convergence to a Nash equilibrium in several variants of
spectrum-sharing games. We prove that in some special casesplayers converge to a Nash
equilibrium after polynomially-many steps. But in the general case, we show that there exists
an exponentially long path of improvements to a Nash equilibrium.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 4, wedefine the games formally
as graph problems. In Section 5, we prove our main results on the price of anarchy. In Sec-
tion 6, we examine how long it can take to converge to a Nash equilibrium. In Section 7, we
present approximation algorithms for the optimal channel allocation problem. Each player
needs to solve this problem to compute its best response function. We discuss related work
in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.

4 Game Formulations

Representation. We represent APs as points in the Euclidean plane. Each pointv has two
associated concentric circles: a transmission region of radiusRt(v), and a sensing region of
radiusRs(v). These radii are determined by the transmission power of theAP. We assume
that there is a fixed ratio between the transmission and sensing range. There is also a non-
negative weightw(v) attached to each vertexv, representing the utility of assigning that AP
a channel. Given a setS, let w(S) = ∑v∈Sw(v) be the total weight of the set. We assume
the utility to be linear in the number of users that can be serviced, and the same for all
providers. Our results can be extrapolated to more general metrics, to allow for imperfect
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signal propagation, antennas, or other environmental features. For this purpose, we state
results in terms of the independence property of the metric,or the claw-freeness of the
intersection graph.

Given power settings, we have a graphG= (V,E), where the verticesV are the APs and
verticesu andv are adjacent ifd(u,v)≤ Rt(u)+Rt(v)+max{Rs(u),Rs(v)}, i.e. if transmis-
sions involving the corresponding APs could potentially interfere. The graph will belabeled,
or colored, with a subset of the vertices receiving one ofk colors. We view this partial col-
oring as a function mappingV to the set{1,2, . . . ,k}∪{⊥}, with ⊥ representing an empty
label. The coloring represents the assignment of channels to some of the APs, with the social
rule guaranteeing that adjacent vertices receive different colors.

Spectrum sharing games.A spectrum-sharing gameis characterized by a graph and
a set of legal moves. We can think of the nodes of the graph as the set of APs that will
ultimately be set up. The vertices of the graph are partitioned between theplayersof the
game. Intuitively, playeri’s vertices are the APs thati will ultimately set up. At any point,
player i can color (or recolor) a subset of the vertices that he has setup; intuitively, these
are the APs thati has currently set up. Thus, a move at timem in the game consists of the
players assigning colors to or changing the colors of the APsthey have currently set up and
possibly transferring money. We consider different games depending on the constraints on
money transfer. For example, if there is no money transfer, then we are modeling the game
without bargaining. To modeln-buyer–m-seller bargains, we allow money transfer between
groups of up ton+mplayer, where up ton players can decrease their money total and up to
mcan increase their money total. The utility to a player at theend of the game is the sum of
the weights of the nodes he has colored (i.e., the sum of the utilities of the AP that it sets up)
together with the utility of its money it has. For simplicity, we assume that utility is linear in
money, and that all the players value money the same way. Thus, the total utility of a game
position can be identified with the sum of the weights of the colored vertices. Clearly, a Nash
equilibrium of a spectrum-sharing game must be alocally-optimal coloring—no additional
vertices can be colored.

A game position corresponds to ak-colored subgraph. A socially-optimal assignment
of channels corresponds to a maximum weighted (induced)k-colorable subgraph. Theprice
of anarchyis the maximum ratio between the utilities of a socially-optimal solution and of
a locally-optimal solution, i.e., the ratio between the best and the worst Nash equilibrium.
This is identical to theperformance ratioof local search algorithms that find the local optima
with respect to the given game operations. We consider the following games.

Basic game.Thebasic spectrum-sharing gameis one with no cooperation or bargain-
ing between players. A player’s move in this game is to color some of its nodes, in a manner
consistent with the social rules. A player may change the coloring of APs it owns (or un-
color them) if that results in better utility. This in turn can cause other players to change. It
is easy to see that a Nash equilibrim of this game must be a amaximal k-colored subgraph,
i.e. one where no further vertices can be colored, given the current coloring. Indeed, there
is clearly a one-to-one correspondence between maximalk-colored subgraphs and Nash
equilibria in a game without bargaining. (Observe the subtle difference between amaximal
k-colorable subgraphand a maximalk-colored graph. The latter is one that admits no lo-
cal improvements—that is, no additional vertices can be assigned a color; the former is one
where any additional vertex would make the subgraph non-k-colorable. Consider a path with
four vertices, where the first and third vertices have been colored by colors 1 and 2, respec-
tively. If there are onlyk = 2 colors, then this coloring gives a maximalk-colored subgraph.
But the only maximalk-colorable subgraph is the whole graph.) Given the correspondence
between maximalk-colored subgraphs and Nash equilibria, in the rest of the paper, we use
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the following terminology interchangeably: vertices and APs, colors and channels,k-colored
subgraphs and solutions, and locally optimal solutions andNash equilibria.

Games with bargaining. As we said earlier, we also considerspectrum-sharing games
with bargaining, where players can bargain with other players, and pay them for uncoloring
their vertices. In an-buyer m-seller bargaining game, each local improvement can involve
up to n buyers seeking to add vertices to their colored set, andm sellers that are willing
to uncolor their vertices in exchange for a payment. A move inthis game takes a colored
graphS, uncolors up tom vertices and colors up tok vertices in such a way that ifS′ is the
resulting colored graph, thenw(S′) > w(S). As we said earlier, we are implicitly assuming
that all players have the same utility for money as well as forusers, so that such a trade will
be rational.

Games with power control. We consider both the situation when all APs transmit with
the same power, and when the power can be variable. In the former case, the interference
graph is, without loss of generality, aunit disk graph, since after scaling distances by 2Rt +
Rs, two vertices are adjacent iff their distance is at most 1. Inthe latter case, the games
involve power controloperations, where users increase or decrease the utility oftheir APs
by adjusting their transmission power and thus transmission and sensing radii. This can also
involve a number of buyers and/or sellers. As before, the decrease in the utility of APs that
decrement their power must be more than offset by the increased utility of APs that can
increment their transmission radii.

A power-control game can also be (implicitly) represented as a coloring game on the
graph with vertices for all possible power settings of each AP. In practice, there are only a
fixed number of power settings for each AP. Our upper bounds are independent of available
settings, while the lower bounds focus on the asymptotic case.

User distribution. We also consider two extreme cases for the distribution of the users.
In the uniform case, the users are distributed uniformly andhomogeneously over the plane.
Then the utility of an AP is proportional to the area of its transmission region, which again
is proportional to the square of the transmission radius. If, in addition, power is uniform,
this amounts to counting the number of nodes colored. In the second scenarios, we assume
an arbitrary, possibly worst-case, distribution of the users.

Computing an optimal solution is in general a hard problem; indeed, even finding an
approximately optimal solution may be hard. However, as we discuss in Section 7, there are
effective approximations possible in the planar setting (i.e., whenG is a unit disk graph).

5 The Price of Anarchy

In this section, we prove that the price of anarchy for arbitrary graphs in the basic spectrum-
sharing game (without bargaining) is unbounded, even if players are computationally un-
bounded. We then show that the price of anarchy is bounded in unit disk graphs. Finally, we
consider the extent to which allowing bargaining helps improve the price of anarchy.

We first prove a general result that allows us to reduce to games where there is only a
single color/channel available. This allows us to simplifya number of arguments. Moreover,
since a 1-coloring is just an independent set, this allows usto apply results about themaxi-
mum independent set(Max-IS) problem. This result applies to all the types of bargainingwe
consider. The key observation here is that the various typesof bargains allowed impose con-
straints on the structure of an optimal coloring. For example, if we consider the weighted
case and allow 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargains, then we do not allow solutions where a
vertex is uncolored but has greater weight than all of its neighbors of a given color.
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Theorem 1 Consider a spectrum-sharing game with a given local-optimality criterion.
Suppose that the price of anarchy in the case of a single channel is ρ and, more specifi-
cally, that for any locally-optimal independent set X and any independent set Y we have
that

w(Y\X) ≤ ρ ·w(X \Y).

Then, for any k, the price of anarchy for the same game with k channels is at mostρ +
max(0,1−ρ/k) and at leastρ .

Proof For the upper bound, given a spectrum-sharing game on a graphG = (V,E), let X
consist of the colored vertices in a Nash equilibrium to the given spectrum-sharing game,
with color classesX1, . . . ,Xk. LetY be the vertices in a socially-optimal solution, with color
classesY1, . . . ,Yk. LetC = X∩Y, letY′ = Y\C, and letY′

i = Y′∩Yi = Yi \C, for i = 1, . . . ,k.
Let H j be the graph induced by(V −X)∪Xj = V −∪ j ′ 6= jXj ′ . Xj is locally optimal in

H j , since otherwise we could have extendedXj without affecting the rest of our solution. In
particular,Y′

i ∪ (Yi ∩Xj) is contained inH j , so we have, by assumption, that

w(Y′
i ) ≤ ρ ·w(Xj \Yi).

Summing up overj, it follows thatk ·w(Y′
i ) ≤ ρ ·w(X \Yi), and summing overi,

k ·w(Y′) = ∑
i

k ·w(Y′
i ) ≤ ∑

i
ρ ·w(X \Yi)

= ρ(k ·w(X)−w(C)).

Hence,
w(Y) = w(Y′)+w(C) ≤ ρw(X)+(1−ρ/k)w(C)

≤ (ρ +max(0,1−ρ/k))w(X),

as desired.
For the lower bound, suppose thatG is an interference graph where the price of anarchy

is ρ ′. Thus, there are maximal independent subsetsX andY of G such thatw(X) = ρ ′w(Y).
We construct a graph where, even withk colors, the price of anarchy isρ ′. The idea is to
replace each vertex inG with k copies of that vertex at the same location. Then there is
a Nash equilibrium that involves assigning a different color to each of thek vertices that
correspond to a vertex inY, and similarly forY. Thus, the price of anarchy in the game with
k colors is stillρ ′. Even if we cannot set upk APs on top of each other, we can achieve the
same effect as follows. Suppose that we have a setting of APs that results in the interference
graphG. Note that there must be anε > 0 such that if all distances are contracted by a factor
of (1−ε), G would still be the graph corresponding to the resulting placement of APs. Now
replace each AP by a cluster ofk APs on the circumference of a circle of radiusε/2 around
the original AP, and we get the required graph.

We start by considering the spectrum-sharing game without bargaining. Our first result
shows that, in general, the price of anarchy in this game is unbounded, even if all vertices
have equal weight.

Proposition 1 The price of anarchy is unbounded in the spectrum-sharing game without
bargaining, no matter how many channels or players there are, even if all vertices have
equal weight.
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Proof First suppose thatk = 1. Consider a star graph, where the center vertex is connected
to n other vertices. If the center vertex has been selected, thennone of the other vertices
can be colored. In the optimal assignment, all the vertices other than the center vertex are
colored. Thus, the price of anarchy isn. The fact that the price of anarchy is unbounded with
k colors follows immediately from Theorem 1.

Note that the star graph in Proposition 1 can be realized by assuming that the center
vertexv transmits with high power, while the remaining vertices transmit with low power.
We can think of the remaining APs as being placed on the circumference of a circle with
centerv. It is then easy to distribute the users so that all vertices have an equal number of
users, and hence equal weight.

We can construct similar examples even if APs transmit with the same power (although
in that case we must look at the weighted coloring problem, since APs have different util-
ities). However, we cannot construct such an example if APs all transmit with the same
power and users are uniformly distributed.

Recall that a graph is(τ +1)-claw freeif each vertex has at mostτ mutually non-adjacent
vertices. Unit disk graphs are known to be 6-claw free (see e.g. [18]). This follows from the
observation that if two non-overlapping unit circles centered aty1 andy2 overlap a unit circle
centered atx, then the angle6 y1xy2 must be greater than 60◦.

Observation 1 A unit disk graph is 6-claw free.

Theorem 2 If all APs transmit with the same power and users are uniformly distributed,
then the price of anarchy of the basic spectrum-sharing gameis at most5+max(0,1−5/k)
and at least 5.

Proof Consider a maximal independent setX and an optimal independent setY. Each node
in Y \X can dominate at most 5 vertices inX \Y, sinceG is 6-claw free. Thus, the size of
Y \X is at most 5 times that ofX \Y, and the upper bound follows by Theorem 1.

A simple example shows that the price of anarchy can be 5, namely, a 6-claw free graph
consisting of 6 vertices: a central vertex connected to 5 other vertices. The central vertex by
itself is a maximal independent set, as are the other 5 vertices.

It follows from Theorem 2 that fork ≤ 5, we have a tight bound of 5 on the price of
anarchy in unit disk graphs.

5.1 Spectrum sharing games with bargaining

We now consider what happens if we allow bargaining.

5.1.1 2-buyer–1-seller bargaining

Our first result shows that if all APs transmit with uniform power, users are uniformly dis-
tributed, and we allow 2-buyer–1-seller bargaining, then the price of anarchy drops to at
most 4.

Theorem 3 If all APs transmit with the same power, users are uniformly distributed, and
2-buyer–1-seller bargains are allowed, then the price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing
game is at most3+max(0,1−3/k) and at least3.
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Fig. 2 An interference graph for which the price of anarchy is 3 with2-buyer–1-seller bargaining.

Proof For the upper bound, it suffices by Theorem 1 to show that the price of anarchy is
3 if there is one channel. This follows from the analysis of 2-opt local optimization for
unweighted independent sets in 6-claw free graphs of [15] (see also [13]). We repeat it here
for completeness.

LetX be a solution locally optimal under 2-opt, i.e. local improvements involving adding
up to two vertices and removing up to one. LetY be any other independent set. LetC= X∩Y,
X′ = X \C, Y1 be the set of vertices inY \C with one neighbor inX andY2 those inY \C
with two or more neighbors inX. Observe thatC, Y1 andY2 partitionY. Then, no two nodes
in X are neighbors of the same node inY1, due to local optimality. Hence,|Y1| ≤ |X′|. Also,
each node inX′ has at most 5 neighbors inY. Hence, counting edges between nodes inX′

andY, we have 2|Y2|+ |Y1| ≤ 5|X′|. Adding the two inequalities gives 2|Y \C| ≤ 6|X \C|.
Hence,|Y| = |Y \C|+ |C| ≤ 3|X \C|+ |C| ≤ 3|X|.

The lower bound is attained by the construction of Fig. 2. The9 dark circles correspond
to vertices in a maximal independent setX, while the 27 light circles correspond to the
optimal solutionY. Each node inX is adjacent to four nodes inY2 and one inY1. With only
one seller, there can be only one node that can be added (namely, the sole adjacent node in
Y1), which gives no benefit. Hence,X is locally optimal under any multiple-buyer–1-seller
bargains.

When users are not uniformly distributed, then the price of anarchy for the simple
spectrum-sharing game is not bounded, even if all APs transmit with the same power and
we allow 2-buyer–1-seller bargaining. Indeed, we can show that the price of anarchy is un-
bounded unless bargains involve at least min(p,τ) sellers, wherep is the number of players
and the interference graph is(τ +1)-claw free.

Proposition 2 Suppose APs transmit with the same power but users may not be uniformly
distributed. Then, the price of anarchy is unbounded unlessbargains involve at leastmin(p,τ)
sellers, where p is the number of players and the interference graph is(τ +1)-claw free.

Proof By Theorem 1, we can assume without loss of generality that there is only one chan-
nel. Consider a star with a center vertex of large weight andτ leaves of small weight. Sup-
pose the channel is currently occupied by theτ leaves. Then, the large-weight vertex cannot
be bought unless all itsτ non-adjacent neighbors are sold. The bound now follows if we
assume that each of the vertices is controlled by a differentplayer.
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5.1.2 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargaining

As we now show, if we allow 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargains, then the price of anarchy is
bounded, even in the weighted case, provided that APs transmit with the same power.

Theorem 4 If APs transmit with the same power and 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargains are
allowed, then the price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing game is at most5+max(0,1−
5/k) and at least5.

Proof By Theorem 1, it suffices as before to consider only the case ofa single channel.
Arkin and Hassin [3] and Bafna, Narayan and Ravi [4] showed that the performance ratio of
a simple local improvement heuristic for the maximum weightindependent set problem in
τ +1-claw free graphs equalsτ . Their heuristic corresponds to the addition of a single vertex
with the removal of as many as needed (but at mostτ). This corresponds to bargains involv-
ing one buyer and multiple sellers. In general, the result of[3] shows that the performance
ratio involvingn buyers is 4+1/n.

The requirement that APs transmit with the same power is critical in Theorem 4.

Proposition 3 In the general case (where APs transmit with different powers and users
are not uniformly distributed), then the price of anarchy ofthe spectrum-sharing game is
unbounded, even if multiple-buyer–multiple-seller bargains are allowed.

Proof Consider a spectrum-sharing game with bargains involving up to t buyers andt sell-
ers. Letz be a value larger thant. Let β denote the ratio between the sensing and trans-
mission range. Letq = 5z/β . Consider a graph consisting of vertexv of weight z· t and
transmission power corresponding to an interference radius of z; verticesv1, . . . ,vq each of
weightz and transmission power corresponding to a transmission radius of 1; and vertices
v′1, . . . ,v

′
q, each of weight 1 with power corresponding to a transmissionradius of 1. The

situation is illustrated in Figure 3. Observe that theq circlesv1, . . . ,vq can be distributed
so that they stay mutually non-overlapping while their transmission ranges overlap with the
interference range ofv. Note that the set LOPT= {v,v′1, . . . ,v

′
q} is a maximal independent

set of weightzt+q. On the other hand, the set OPT= {v1, . . . ,vq} is an independent set of
weightqz= 5z2/β . Any exchange involving onlyt buyers offers a gain of onlyzt at the cost
of giving up the heavy node, for a total cost ofzt+ t, resulting in a negative improvement.
The same holds for bargains involvingt +1 sellers or fewer. Hence, the price of anarchy for
this instance is

qz
q+zt

=
z

1+zt/q
=

z
1+5t/β

.

This grows linearly withz, resulting in an unbounded ratio. Note that this example involves
only two different weights and two different transmission powers.

5.1.3 Dist-
√

2d bargaining

What happens if we allow more general bargains? As we now show, with sufficiently gen-
eral bargains, we can drive the price of anarchy arbitrarilyclose to 1. However, the bargains
may involve arbitrarily many players, which would make the coordination complexity un-
reasonable.
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Fig. 3 A family of interference graphs with unbounded price of anarchy.

Theorem 5 Suppose that distances have been normalized so that, for anypair of nodes
u, v, we have Rt(u) + Rt(v) + max{Rs(u),Rs(v)} ≤ 1. Thus, any pair of vertices u,v with
d(u,v) > 1 are not adjcent in the interference graph. Further suppose that bargains involv-
ing arbitrary sets of vertices within distance

√
2d are allowed. Then, the price of anarchy in

the spectrum-sharing game is at most d2/(d−1)2.

Proof Consider a network with induced interference graphG. Suppose without loss of gen-
erality that there is one channel. Let LOPT be a maximal independent set after generalized
bargaining, and let OPT be the vertices in a socially-optimal independent set.

Consider ad×d rectangleR with integer coordinates that is half-closed from the top-
left, i.e., containing all vertices in its interior and on its right or top boundaries, but not the
vertices on its bottom and left boundaries. All vertices within R are of mutual distance at
most

√
2d. Let R′ be the inner(d−1)× (d−1) rectangle obtained by removing unit-length

strips from the bottom and the right edges ofR. This separation ensures that no node within
R′ interferes with nodes outsideR. Since no generalized bargains are possible,

w(OPT∩R′) ≤ w(LOPT∩R);

otherwise, it would be profitable to buy(OPT∩R′) \ (LOPT∩R) and sell(LOPT∩R) \
(OPT∩R′). If we sum over all possibled-by-d rectangles with integer coordinates, we count
each node in OPT exactly(d−1)2 times but each node in LOPT exactlyd2 times. Thus,

(d−1)2w(OPT) ≤ d2w(LOPT),

as desired.

If we assume that ownership is relatively local, so that all the APs within a distance
d of each other are owned by a relatively small set of APs, this says that we can get a
relatively small price of anarchy. Obviously, asd gets larger, the number of players likely to
be involved will increase.

5.2 Power control games

We next consider what happens if users are allowed to choose the transmission power of
APs. That is, when an AP becomes available, a user chooses a channel for it (if one is avail-
able) and a transmission power, subject to not interfering with other channels. We then al-
low the same bargaining procedures (and, as usual, allow players to make arbitrary changes
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among the APs that they control). Essentially the same example as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2 shows that we need to allow multiple sellers in order toget a bounded price of anarchy
in this case.

Proposition 4 Even if users are distributed uniformly, in the spectrum-sharing game with
power control, the price of anarchy is unbounded unless bargains involve at leastmin(p,τ)
sellers, where p is the number of players and the interference graph is(τ +1)-claw free.

Our next result shows that if we allow multiple sellers, thenwe do in fact get a bounded
price of anarchy. We prove this theorem using two geometric lemmas.

Lemma 1 Let x be a point in the plane and let S be a set of disks of radius at most 1 whose
centers are located within distance at most2 from x. Then, the total area of the disks in S
is at most7.441π. If, additionally, the circles in S differ in diameter by a factor of at most
1.10157, then the area of the circles is at most7π.

Proof Let C2, C3 be the circles centered atx of radius 2 and 3, respectively. All circles inS
are contained insideC3. This gives a quick upper bound of 9π on the area ofS.

Consider the annulusA2 formed by the region betweenC2 andC3, and letX be any disc
in Sthat overlapsA2. Let θ = 6 pxp′, wherep andp′ are the points of intersection ofX with
C2, i.e.,θ is the angle of the sector induced by the overlap ofX with A2. We examine the area
A(X,A2) of overlap ofX andA2 relative to the angleθ . It is easily observed thatA(X,A2)/θ
is maximized whenX is largest possible and centered as far fromx as possible. In our case,
it is maximized whenX is a unit circle with a center onC2. In this case, the sector of overlap
betweenX andA2 spansθ = 4·arcsin(0.25) = 57.91◦. The amountA(X,A2) of overlap of
such a circle withA2 can be computed to beπ −1.40307≈ 1.73852. The maximum amount
of coverage ofA2 by circles inS is therefore at most 360/57.91 · 1.73852≈ 10.8076≤
3.441π. Adding the area insideC2, we obtain a maximum total area of overlap of circles in
Swith C3 to be 7.441π.

When the circles inS are of similar diameter, we can apply known results about the
packing of circles inside circles. The smallest radius of a circle that can contain 8 circles of
radiusr is 3.30476r (see [11]). Observe that 3.30476/1.10157> 3. Thus, if the difference in
the radius is at most a factor of 1.10, we can shrink the circles inSto the size of the smallest
one and still at most 7 of them can fit insideC3. The desired result follows.

Lemma 2 Let u be an AP and let N(u) be a set of neighbors of u that are themselves
mutually non-interfering. Assume the weight of an AP is proportional to the area of its
transmission region. Let NS(u) (NB(u)) be the APs in N(u) that are smaller or equal (bigger)
than u, respectively. Then,

w(NS(u))≤ (7.441−|NB(u)|)w(u).

If the transmission radii of APs in NS differ from that of u by a factor of at most 1.10, then
7.441can be replaced by 7.

Proof Let β be the ratio between the sensing and transmission range radii, and letφ =
1+β/2. We construct a setSof disks. Around each small nodev in NS, form a disk inSof
radiusRt(v)+Rs(v)/2 = φRt(v). For each big nodew in NB, form a disk of radiusφRt(u)
with center at distance 2Rt(u) + Rs(u) = 2φRt(u) from u along the line fromw to u. Let
w′ denote the new position of big nodew. Let Rx denoteφRt(x), for a nodex. Note that
Rw′ = Ru andd(w′,w) = d(u,w)−2Ru.
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We claim that none of the disks inS intersect. Suppose the disks of nodesv and w′

intersect. That is,
d(v,w′) < Rv +Rw′ = Rv +Ru.

We consider here the case whenv is small andw is big; the other cases are similar. Sinceu
interferes withw andu is smaller thanw, we have by definition that

d(w,u) < Rt(w)+Rs(w)+Rt(u) = Rw +Ru/φ .

Then, using the triangular inequality, we have that

d(v,w) ≤ d(v,w′)+d(w′,w)

< (Rv +Ru)+(d(w,u)−2Ru)

< (Rw +Ru/φ)+(Rv−Ru)

= (Rw +Rv/φ)+(1−1/φ)(Rv−Ru).

Sincev is smaller thanu, this is less thanRw +Rv/φ = Rt(w)+Rs(w)+Rt(v), and thusv
andw interfere, which is a contradiction. Hence, the disks inSare non-intersecting. Observe
also that the centers of all disks inSare of distance at most 2Ru from u.

We now apply Lemma 1, scaling the radii byRu. By our assumption, the area covered
corresponds to the weights of the node. Hence,w(S)≤ 7.441·w(u). Of that, the circles inS
that come from nodes inNB contribute a|NB| term. The circles inSthat come from nodes in
NS are unchanged in size. Hence,w(NS(u)) ≤ (7.441−|NB(u)|)w(u).

Theorem 6 If users are distributed uniformly and 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargains are al-
lowed, then the price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing game with power control is at most
7.441 and at least 7. If power assignments differ by at most a factor of 7, the price of anarchy
is exactly 7.

Proof As before, we can assume without loss of generality that there is one channel. Given
a network with induced interference graphG, let LOPT consist of the vertices in a maximal
independent subset ofG after 1-buyer–multiple-seller bargaining, and let OPT be the ver-
tices in a socially-optimal independent set. We divide the vertices in OPT into two groups.
A vertex in OPT issmall if it interferes with at least one vertex of greater weight inLOPT;
otherwise it isbig. These two groups are denoted asOPTS andOPTB respectively. A big
nodeu in OPT is larger than all those it intersects in LOPT. From thelocal optimality of
LOPT, it holds for anyu in OPT thatw(u) ≤ w(N(u)). Thus,

w(OPTL) ≤ ∑
u∈L(OPT)

∑
v∈N(u)

w(v) ≤ ∑
v∈LOPT

|NB(v)|w(v).

Let f : OPTS→ LOPT be a mapping of each small nodeu in OPT to some larger node
in LOPT that interferes withu. Define the inverse mapping,g : LOPT→ 2OPTS, such that
g(v) = f−1(v) contains the nodes in OPTS that map to nodev∈ LOPT. Note thatg forms a
partition of OPTS. From Lemma 2, for eachv in LOPT we have that

∑
u∈g(v)

w(u) ≤ (7.441−|NB(v)|)w(v).

Summing over nodes in LOPT, we get that

w(OPTS) ≤ ∑
v∈LOPT

(7.441−|NB(v)|)w(v).
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Adding together the two inequalities givesw(OPT) ≤ 7.441w(LOPT).
When power assignments are nearly identical, Lemma 2 yieldsan improved bound of 7,

resulting in the same upper bound for the price of anarchy.
For the lower bound, we sketch an example where the ratio is arbitrarily close to 7.

Arrange two concentric circlesC0,CL of radius 1 and 1+ε , respectively. AroundC0, arrange
6 circlesC1,C2, . . . ,C6 of radius 1. Note that these circles correspond to transmission radii
of 1/φ and(1+ ε)/φ , respectively. The circlesC0, . . . ,C6 do not overlap, butCL intersects
them all. Hence, the price of anarchy for this instance is 7/(1+ ε). Sinceε can be made
arbitrarily small, we obtain a lower bound of 7 on the price ofanarchy.

We conjecture that the true price of anarchy is 7. In lieu of formal evidence, we have
verified this computationally by formulating a nonlinear optimization problem. When solved
using the LGO global optimization suite [17], we obtain an optimal solution of 7, achieved
only when packing 7 circles.

Claim The price of anarchy of the spectrum-sharing game with powercontrol is 7.

6 Convergence to Nash Equilibria

We have assumed that the order that APs are set is determined exogenously. Clearly, if there
aren APs altogether, there will be at mostn steps before they are all set up. But now suppose
that bargaining moves are interspersed with the setting up of APs. How many steps will it
take before all the APs are set up and we reach a local optimum,so that no further bargaining
can improve the situation? In this section, we address that question. For the purposes of this
section, we call a bargaining move or coloring of a new vertexa local improvement, since it
improves the payoff for at least one agent and does not make any other agent worse off.

This question is particularly easy to answer in the unweighted case, where all APs trans-
mit with the same power and users are uniformly distributed.In that case, each local im-
provement increases the number of colored vertices by at least one, thus after at mostn local
improvements, the resulting color assignment is a Nash equilibrium. In the weighted case,
the same argument shows that the number of local improvements is finite. In fact, we can
easily prove the following:

Proposition 5 In the weighted spectrum-sharing game, players will converge to a local op-
timum after finitely many local improvements, no matter whatkind of bargains are allowed.
Furthermore, if all weights are integers bounded by a polynomial in the number of vertices,
then players will converge to a local optimum after a polynomial number of local improve-
ments.

Proof Each local improvement increases the value of the color assignment, and there are
only finitely many color assignments, thus the number of possible improvements is finite. If
all weights are integers and are polynomial in the number of vertices, then the total weight of
colored vertices is also polynomial in the number of vertices. After each local improvement,
the total weight increases by at least one. Thus, players converge to a local optimum after
polynomial number of local improvements.

The assumption that weights are integers bounded by a polynomial in the number of
vertices is critical in Proposition 5. If we allow arbitraryweights, then we show that there is
always an order of local improvements that reaches a local optimum in a linear number of
steps, but in some graphs, there may also be orders that take exponentially many steps.
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Fig. 4 The unit disk graph used in Theorem 7 withn = 8.

Theorem 7 Suppose that local improvements are of two kinds: coloring anew vertex and
changing the coloring via a 1-buyer multiple-seller bargain. In the weighted spectrum-
sharing game on unit disk graphs, it may take exponentially many local improvements to
converge to a Nash equilibrium.

Proof Assumek = 1, that is, that there is only one color available. Consider the graph
G = (V,E), whereV = V1 ∩V2, Vi = {vi,0, . . . ,vi,n}, w(v1, j) = 2 j , and w(v2, j) = 2 j − ε .
Vertexv2, j is connected tov1, j−2,v1, j−1,v1, j . The graph forn = 8 is depicted in Figure 4. It
is not hard to show that this graph is a unit disk graph.

We start from the empty coloring. The set of improvements is as follows. We start with
an empty coloring:

1. Color verticesv10 andv11.
2. Colorv22 and uncolorv10 andv11.
3. Colorv12 and uncolorv22.
4. Colorv23 and uncolorv12.
5. Colorv13 and uncolorv23.
6. Do items 1,2,3 again.
7. Colorv24 and uncolorv12 andv13.
8. Colorv14 and uncolorv24.
9. Colorv25 and uncolorv14.

10. Colorv15 and uncolorv25.
11. Do items 1 to 7 again.

Note that each of the above steps corresponds to coloring a new vertex or a 1-buyer
multiple-sellers bargaining. We can continue the sequenceabove using a similar pattern.
Using induction, it is straightforward to show that the number of local improvements is at
least 2n−1 for graphG.

Although the number of local improvements to a Nash equilibrium can be exponential,
it is worth noting that from an empty coloring we can find a pathof length at mostn of
local improvements to a Nash equilibrium. This can be done byfirst ordering the vertices
in decreasing order by weight, and then coloring the vertices in a greedy way, starting with
the one of highest weight. After the coloring is completed, it is easy to see that no 1-buyer–
multiple-seller bargain can improve the situation.

7 Approximation Algorithms for Optimal Channel Allocation

Consider the situation of a service providera after all the APs have been acquired (and there
may have been perhaps some bargaining). At that point,a owns a collection of APs, and
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would like to color them in an optimal way. This is the problemwe already considered.
However, now there is an additional complication. Service provider a may be able to pay
other providers to uncolor some of their APs. Which ones should it pay? That depends in
part, of course, on the cost. Suppose, for simplicity, that all the vertices of the other service
providers have already been allocated colors and have a publically-known (non-negotiable)
price of uncoloring. Then we can associate with each vertexv owned by providera and color
c the costp(v,c) of coloringv with c. This is just the sum of the prices required to uncolor
all the neighboring nodes owned by other service providers that are colored byc. (The price
is 0 if no neighbors ofv are colored byc.) The following definition captures the essence of
the problem in which we are interested.

Definition 1 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let{1, . . . ,k} be the available colors. With each
vertexv are associatedk+ 1 numbers:w(v), p(v,1), . . . , p(v,k), wherew(v) is the utility
of vertexv andp(v,c) is the cost of coloring vertexv with color c∈C. TheMax weighted
k-LIS problem is the problem of finding a proper coloringC : V → {1, . . . ,k}∪ {⊥} that
maximizes the total weight of colored vertices minus the total price of assigning these colors
to these vertices, i.e.,∑v∈V(G),C(v) 6=⊥w(v)−∑v∈V(G),C(v) 6=⊥ p(v,C(v)).

Max-LIS is a generalization of the maximum inducedk-colorable subgraph problem.
Thus, it is not approximable for general graphs. However, for unit disk graphs we can design
efficient approximation algorithms for this problem. If we treatk, the number of colors, as
a constant, then we can in fact design a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for
the problem, i.e, a 1+ ε-approximation for any constantε > 0.

Theorem 8 There is a PTAS for the unweightedMax-LIS problem for any constant k on
unit disk graphs.

Proof The algorithm is based on that of Nieberg, Hurink, and Kern [23] for finding maxi-
mum independent sets in unit disk graphs. LetG be a unit disk graph. Assume that there are
k colors available. LetNr(v) consist of all verticesu such thatd(u,v) ≤ r , and letLr(v) be
the maximum number of vertices inNr(v) that can be colored (with thek colors). Observe
thatNr(v) is contained within a circleCr(v) of radiusr centered atv. The number of vertices
in Nr(v) that can be colored with one color is then at mostr2, as each has areaπ compared
with the area ofCr(v) of πr2. Thus,Lr(v) ≤ kr2.

Let ρ = 1+ ε . Let r ′ be such thatρ r ′ ≥ kr′2. Sinceρ > 1, it is always possible to find
such anr ′. We claim that there exists a constantr such thatLr+1(v) ≤ ρLr(v). Otherwise,
if Lr+1(v) ≥ ρLr(v) for all r ≤ r ′, then it holdsLr(v) ≥ ρ r > kr2, which contradicts our
previous bound onLr(v).

We claim that one can find a 1/ρ-approximation to an optimalMax-LIS set in time
nO(kr2), wheren = |G|. We prove this by induction onn. We proceed as follows. Choose a

vertexv∈ G andr ′ ≤ r such thatLr ′(v) < ρLr ′+1(v). Note that we can findr ′ in timenO(kr2)
1 ,

wheren1 = |Nr ′(v)| by exhaustive search of all the colorings. In this time, we can also find
an optimalMax-LIS set ofNr ′(v). SinceLr ′(v) < ρLr ′+1(v), the optimalMax-k-LIS set of
Nr ′(v) is a 1/ρ-approximation to the optimalMax-k-LIS set forNr ′+1(v). Now consider
the graphG′ = G−Nr ′+1(v). By the induction hypothesis, we can find a 1/ρ approximation

to an optimalMax-LIS set forG′ in time nO(kr2)
2 , wheren2 = |G′|. Note that all vertices of

G′ andNr(v) are nonadjacent, so we can combine the optimal solution forNr ′(v) with the
solution forG′ to get a 1/ρ-approximation to the optimal solution forG.
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The algorithm above does not solve the problem for the weighted case. In the weighted
case, we can design a PTAS if the graph is given as a set of disksin the plane.

Theorem 9 There is a PTAS for theweighted Max-k-LIS problem (where k is a constant)
on unit disk graphs, when the graph is given as a set of disks inthe plane.

Proof We give a randomized algorithm, that is easily derandomized. Let ε > 0 be given and
let d = 2+ 2/ε . Pick valuesα ,ψ uniformly at random from{0,1, . . . ,d−1}. Construct a
graphG′ containing all the disks fromG except those with centers(x,y) such that⌊x⌋ ≡
α (mod d) or ⌊x⌋ ≡ β (mod d). The graphG′ now consists of disjoint subgraphs. Each
subgraphC has independence number at most(d−1)2, and thus the maximum number of

vertices in ak-colorable subgraph inC is at mostkd2. There are at most
( |C|

kd2

)

such sets to
search through. Hence, by exhaustive search, we can find a optimal solution toMax-LIS on
G′ in time nkd2

. Let OPT (OPT′) be the weight of the maximum weightMax-LIS solution
on G (G′). By the linearity of expectation,E[OPT′] = d2−2d+1

d2 OPT. Thus, the expected
performance ratio is bounded by

d2

d2−2d+1
≤ d

d−2
= 1+ ε .

The algorithms in Theorem 8 and 9 are not polynomial time ifk, the number of colors,
is part of input. Instead, ifk is a part of input, the same local optimization algorithm for
weighted Max-CSgives a 6-approximation forMax weighted k-LIS . The proof is similar
to that of Theorem 1, as it involves only a comparison betweenoptimal and locally-optimal
solutions.

Theorem 10 There is a polynomial time 6-approximation algorithm for the Max weighted
k-LIS problem in unit disk graphs.

8 Related Work

There are two bodies of work related to ours. The first is work on the price of anarchy in
other contexts. Large distributed systems such as the Internet often involve many economic
agents. Game theory suggests that, if they follow their own selfish interests in a noncooper-
ative manner, they will end up in a Nash equilibrium. Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [16]
first proposed investigating the price of anarchy, that is, how far a Nash equilibrium can be
from the socially-optimal solution to the problem. They studied the price of anarchy of a
scheduling problem on parallel machines with selfish jobs. Since their work, much progress
has been made in understanding the price of anarchy in many situations. See [6,8,12,25,
29] for a representative sample of the papers on this topic.

Our results are based on relating the Nash equilibrium of thespectrum game and local
optimization algorithms for maximumk-colored subgraphs. Even-Dar et al. [7] studied the
convergence time to Nash equilibria of a scheduling game by relating that game to local
optimization algorithms for the scheduling problem. See [9,12,20] for other work in this
spirit. Subsequent to the conference version of our paper, Panagopoulou and Spirakis [24]
considered a graph-coloring game similar in spirit to thoseconsidered here. In thier game,
the set of players is the set of vertices, and the action spaceof each player is the set of colors.
The payoff that a vertexv receives is the total number of vertices that have chosen thesame
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color asv, unless a neighbor ofv has also chosen the same color. Thus, their payoff function
is quite different from ours.

The second body of relevant work is on spectrum-sharing mechanisms. Efficient spectrum-
sharing mechanisms have been proposed in several works [1,26,14]. Satapathy and Peha [26]
proposed a spectrum-sharing etiquette for devices accessing the free frequency band. Aftab [1]
presented an artificial economy approach to the problem. Each vertex is assigned an artifi-
cial budget. Nodes use this wealth intelligently to bid dynamically for the right to transmit.
Huang et al. [14] present an auction-based centralized mechanism to allocate transmitting
power to a group of users such that the interference at any user is below a threshold. They
consider spread spectrum system where there is no fixed channelization. Thus, these pa-
pers either consider dynamic channel access or power allocation in spread spectrum system.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study spectrumsharing in the static case,
where a vertex (AP) holds a channel indefinitely unless it releases the channel voluntar-
ily. Our model seems more appropriate for the large 802.11 networks that are being set up
by service providers. Subsequent to our work, Felegyhazi and Hubaux [10] study a power-
control game among cellular providers. The key difference is that, they assume each base
station broadcasts a pilot signal using a pilot channel, andusers communicate with the base
station with the strongest received pilot signal. The utility of a base station is the coverage
area where it has the strongest pilot signal.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

Spectrum sharing is an inherently distributed problem, with no central authority to coor-
dinate and arbitrate channel allocation. It is important that spectrum sharing be efficient,
allowing as many users as possible to use the network. With this in mind, we have modeled
spectrum sharing as a game between providers, and analyzed the price of anarchy. We show
that if we assume that providers are able to use easily implementable bargaining procedures,
the price of anarchy is bounded by a constant provided that users are distributed uniformly
or every AP uses the same transmission power.

There are many avenues for future research. Some of the bounds on price of anarchy can
be tightened, and the convergence issues are not completelyresolved. In particular, useful
conditions that guarantee polynomial-time convergence toa Nash equilibrium would be
valuable. Further investigations on general weighted power-control game where the weight
is not just a function of the area within transmission range,as well as the effect of other
types of bargaining procedures on the price of anarchy, would be interesting.

Finally, spectrum sharing games for other systems are an open topic. We have disallowed
an AP a channel if it interferes with existing APs. Alternatively, providers can agree on a so-
cial rule where the usage of a channel is shared in some fair manner. We have also assumed
that channel width is fixed, while one could consider spectrum sharing games where chan-
nel width can be adapted. Moscibroda et al. [22] have considered the centralized channel
assignment problem.
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